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Defeating Racism and Anti-Semitisj 
Advancing Peace and Democracy

By DAVID SELTZER
This poem was written in Yiddish shortly after the assassi

nation of Dr. Martin Luther King on April 4, 1968. It was trans
lated by three Senior Citizens—Bertha Shefloff, Sarah Kiesler 
and Sophie Warnick of the Hudson Guild Fulton Senior Center 
in New York.

The bullet that destroyed your life 
Was aimed at your beautiful dream. 
But you can’t kill dreams with bullets; 
They flutter in every human heart.
You have dreamed to see the day
When enlightenment will prevail in our land, 
And erased will be the plague of race hatred, 
And black and white people will clasp hands. 
You have dreamed of a tomorrow where even 
Over Georgia’s hills of red sand, 
Sons of slaves and sons of slave lords will 
Brotherly share their bread at the same table. 
You have dreamed that even Mississippi 
That stews in its bloody terror
Will wipe out the stains from the Ku Klux Klan 
And freedom and justice will flower over our land. 
You have dreamed that your four children
Will live in a land of freedom and pursuit of happiness 
And no one should be judged by the color of his skin 
But only by human values and directions of thought. 
The bullet that destroyed your life 
Was aimed at your beautiful dream 
But you can’t kill dreams with bullets;
They flutter in every human heart.
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Editorial:
A New Agenda For The 1980’s

American Jews, together with other Americans 
and the peoples of the entire world, face the peril of a 
vast U.S. armaments build-up. The Carter/Reagan 
administrations laid bare U.S. monopoly’s plans for 
nuclear war, a war that can only result in world 
genocide.

Since racism and anti-Semitism serve the interest 
of U.S. monopoly, neither federal nor state author
ities have called to account the K.K.K. and the Nazi 
Party for their acts of violence and murder. The 
spread of racist terrorism is alarming.

U.S. monopoly is driven by a fierce desire to halt 
the national liberation movements.

In the fight to improve the quality of life there is 
need for a vigorous campaign to ban the K.K.K. and 
the Nazi Party and to step-up the struggle for detente 
and world peace to guarantee the future of life itself.

Until the recent past Jewish establishment pres
sures to support the aggressive stance of the Israeli 
government led many American Jews into the 
swamp of anti-Sovietism, diverting them from pro
gressive struggles. American Jews were kept from 
giving their fullest support to the campaign for world 
peace and for full rights for minorities, splitting the 
Jews from their Black allies, weakening the civil 
rights movements. The racism that this policy en
gendered blinded many Jews to the needs of the 
unemployed and the poor.

There is, today, however, a mood for a change of 
policy among the American Jews-at-large and even 
in some establishment circles.

American Jews concerned about the future of 
Israel and world peace were leading participants in 
the establishment of the Coalition for Peace and Jus
tice in the Middle East, consisting of Christians, 
Jews, Arabs, Blacks, and Hispanics. This coalition is 
deserving of the widest support.

700 men and women participated in the founding 
Conference for a New Jewish Agenda whose Unity 
Statement states, “It is not an easy time ... Israel is 
besieged, its economy collapsing, its hopes for peace 
fading. Anti-Semitism is everywhere on the rise. 
America remains a deeply troubled nation ... its 
new administration seemingly preparing for another 
era of repression, unlimited arms race and destruc
tion of the environment... it is time for a new Jew-
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ish Agenda, a new understanding of Jewish responsi
bilities and possibilities for the 1980’s.”

Of great significance is the World Jewish Congress 
two year study criticizing Israel’s foreign and domes
tic policies. The report, “The Implications of Israeli- 
Arab Peace for World Jewry,” presented recently at 
the UJC assembly in Jerusalem, concludes that 
“Independent diaspora judgement requires full 
expression in an uninhibited dialogue on the grave 
doubts and concerns occasioned by Israeli’s 
policies.”

In Israel itself the astronomical expenditures for
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clear; basically there has been a decline of colo
nialism and imperialism and a shift towards national 
liberation and towards socialism. This shift has not 
been straight and has not been without detours and 
immense difficulties—nor are these detours and 
difficulties a matter only of the past. Nevertheless, 
the fact is clear; the historical trend in the twentieth 
century has been away from colonialism and impe
rialism and towards national liberation and towards 
socialism.

Today in the United States one witnesses chronic 
and accumulating unemployment and chronic and 
accumulating inflation. The simultaneous existence 
of unemployment and of inflation is “impossible” in 
bourgeois economic theory; at the December, 1979 
meeting of the American Economic Association the 
consensus was that its economics—bourgeois eco
nomics—was bankrupt. Above all, in the United 
States there is a fearsome intensification in the deter- 

■ ioration of the quality of life, so that—for increasing 
millions—the problem of sheer existence, with some 
degree of sanity and dignity, is becoming impossible.

Welcome Home
ALEX KOLKIN

Staff and friends of Jewish Affairs

(2) To build broad coalitions to ban the K.K.K. 
and the Nazi Party, to bring them to justice for 
their crimes; and to promote affirmative 
action.

(3) To support and strengthen the coalitions for 
jobs, against plant closings, for the protection 
of the rights of senior citizens, for passage of 
the Equal Rights Amendment, and for rent 
and price roll-backs.

(4) For the building of independent political 
coalitions to run candidates on all levels of 
government on the platform of “People Be
fore Profits”.

The 1980’s are a time for a New Agenda, a time 
that can produce people’s victories in the struggle for 
peace abroad and for economic, social and political 
democracy at home. 

Defeating Racism and Anti-Semitism: 
Advancing Peace and Democracy

by Herbert Aptheker
At the Jablon'Community Center in Los Angeles 

on February 15, 1981, an affair was held in support 
of JEWISH AFFAIRS. The hall, which can accom
modate about 200 people, was jammed to the walls 
with people standing and—unfortunately—some be
ing unable to enter at all. On that occasion, the Edi
tor of JEWISH AFFAIRS, offered the following 
remarks:

We are living in a period of very intense crisis of 
what is left of the imperialist system—and we live in 
that system’s center so that the reflections of that 
crisis are especially keen. here.

The system’s organic crisis manifested itself in the 
breaking out of the First World War; its sharpest 
symptom was the Bolshevik Revolution. Thereafter, 
the crisis deepend with the appearance of fascism, 
the world-wide depression and then the Second 
World War.

It happens that the speaker was born in 1915; into 
the world of the Hapsburgs, the Hohenzollerns, the 
Romanovs—and the Woodrow Wilsons. Consider 
for a moment that world and the world of today. Or, 
if you will, think of the globe at the close of World 
War II in 1945, when there existed only one socialist 
country and when the map of the world still was 
stained with vast colonial overlordship.

The trend of historical development in our coun- 
try—the century of the demise of capitalism—is 
January-February, 1981

war have caused havoc with the economy forcing 
new elections. The resistance-of the people, Jews and 
Arabs, reaches new heights. Segments of Israeli 
youth are opposing military service; soldiers refuse 
to serve in West Bank operations; and there is grow
ing and determined opposition to the government’s 
plans for expansions. Coalitions are now forming to 
defend democracy and combat the rise of fascism in ■ 
Israel.

This then is the moment:
(1) For the intensification of the campaign for 

world peace, an end to the arms race, for con
tinuing SALT agreements, for detente, and 
for peace and justice in the Middle East based 
on the acceptance of the right of self-determi
nation for the Palestinians including the right 
to statehood.
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propaganda is appearing—all this being geared for 
the bosses themselves. Examples abound; here are a 
few:

Paul Johnson—formerly editor of the English So
cial-Democratic weekly, New Statesmen—now finds 
the pages of the Wall Street Journal wide open to 
him. In its issue of January 22,1981, this Mr. John
son found it possible to sign his name to paragraphs 
such as:

“The successful entrepreneur is driven not so 
much by greed as by the desire to create. He has more 
in common with the artist than with the bureaucrat. 
His principal satisfaction comes not from his bank 
balance but from the jobs he provides and the 
benefits he spreads through his product and services. 
No other economic system so amply furnishes these 
spiritual rewards and incentives; hence the moral vir
tues of capitalism which are intrinsic, greatly out- 
weight its vices, which are remediable ...

“1 believe we are on the eve of a great surge of 
capitalist achievement. All that is needed to launch it 
is for businessmen to find the courage of their own 
convictions and to reacquire a forgotten taste for 
self-advertisement.”

I desist from further quotation lest we all be over
come with uncontrollable nausea.

George Gilder’s Wealth and Poverty (Basic 
Books, 1981), is a book-length exercise in this kind 
of bilge that is beneath contempt. Joseph Ep
stein—editor of The American Scholar—in his vol
ume Ambition (Dutton, 1981), writes to the same 
effect. Thus: “Deplorable and self-centered though 
much of the robber-baron generation was, ruthless 
and rueful though many of its leading figures have 
come to seem, after all that is bad has been said 
about them it needs to be said yet again that they 
built up the country.”

Indeed, Joseph Epstein, in his fascination with the 
sterling contributions of those quondam robber 
barons, finds it possible to forget and forgive Henry 
Ford for his anti-Semitism and his funding of Hitler; 
Ford earns Epstein’s encomium as “the Car humani
tarian.”

Norman Podhoretz is another of these practi
tioners of magic, transforming racist, oppressive, 
ruthless, exploiting monopoly gangsters into splen
did nation-builders—but I’ve paid my respects to the 
editor of the American Jewish Committee’s organ, 
Commentary, in the preceding issue of JEWISH 
AFFAIRS.

In the face of this historical process, the basic 
policy of imperialism has been anti-Sovietism and 
anti-Marxism, quickly and logically deteriorating 
into anti-democracy, anti-humanism, anti-liberal- 
ism; indeed, deteriorating into a denial of causation, 
a repudiation of science and a contempt for the 
whole meaning of the Age of Reason.

This rot institutionalizes itself in fascism—Musso
lini, Hitler, Franco—and in naked forms of pro-cap
italist dictatorships in what might be termed per
ipheral states (as the Balkan and Baltic states of pre
World War Two) and in such tyrannies are those 
dominated by Batista, Somoza, Stroessner, Pino
chet and functioning in South Korea, in Guatemala, 
in Salvador, in South Africa.

In policy it seeks a way out through vast armament 
expenditures—trying a mixture of military Keynes- 
ism with its brutal Friedmanism—aggressions, occu
pations and wars. Ideologically and agitationally it 
concentrates upon concepts of elitism—the incapac
ity of the poor who are poor—i.e., without 
wealth—because they are poor—i.e., without merit; 
sexism, that is contempt for and violence against 
women with an insistence that their subordination is 
natural and just; racism, with its insistence that the 
colored peoples of the earth are genetically, immu
tably and significantly inferior to the colorless ones 
and that therefore their subordination and their 
superexploitation also is natural and just; and upon 
anti-Semitism—the idea that the Jew is the eternal 
alien, the agent of the devil, sinister as a serpent and 
foul as a hyena, fit only for extermination or, at best, 
utter separation from the rest of the globe’s inhabi
tants. Particularly present in this anti-Semitism is the 
idea that the Jew is the carrier of Marxism, of Com
munism, of Bolshevism—those scourges of civiliza
tion and, especially, of Christianity. The logical re
sult of this view were the crematoria.

Elitism pervades the literature of the bourgeoisie. 
During the McCarthy era, as part of its reactionary 
propaganda, came the discovery that the Robber 
Barons of the literature of the 1930’s really were the 
Industrial Statesmen who had made this country. 
That was the finding of the Louis M. Hacker and the 
Allan Nevins of that period; the professor at the 
Harvard School of Business turned out this garbage 
by the ton, with the added icing of a quite explicit 
anti-Semitism. Today, again, exactly the same 
4



ported—and in instances of physical assaults upon 
the persons of Jews—112 cases reported. Mr. 
Nathan Perlmutter, the League’s director, stated 
(N.Y. Times, Dec. 30, 1980): “The findings under
score once again that anti-Semitism and other forms 
of racial and religious bigotry remain a virulent so
cial disease.” He called for: “Strengthened law 
enforcement, realistic penalties and expanded edu
cational programs.” We shall return to Mr. Perl
mutter’s prescriptions shortly.

Note, however, that the Anti-Defamation League 
in November, 1980, offered its podium to Pat 
Robertson, of the Christian Broadcasting Network, 
one of the leading purveyors of reactionary politics 
in the guise of religion in the United States. And on 
the 100th anniversary of the birth of Vladimir 
Jabotinsky, on November 11, 1980, two thousand 
Jewish people gathered at the Waldorf Astoria in 
New York Ctiy in honor of that fascist. Quite appro
priately his present disciple, Prime Minister Begin, 
was the main speaker and, again with full propriety, 
one of those given a medal at this banquet was none 
other than Jerry Falwell, leader of the fanatical 
fundamentalist Right-wing resurgence in the nation. 
The medal was given by Israel’s Prime Minister in 
person.

Ben Gurion once referred accurately to Jabotin
sky as “Vladimir Hitler.” It was this Jabotinsky who 
entered into an agreement with Petluras for a Jewish 
gendarmerie to assist that progromist in his anti- 
Soviet campaign; it was Jabotinsky who denounced 
trade unions; it was a leading ideologist of Jabot
insky who said, “but for Hitler’s anti-Semitism, 
German National Socialism would have been accept
able and that, anyway, Hitler had saved Germany.”

At the present time, one must be aware of the 
extremely critical situation inside Israel so that Begin 
has been forced to announce general elections this 
June. Inflation in that country—somewhere around 
140% a year—is the highest in the world; the propor
tion of its military expenditure is the highest of any 
nation; unemployment is growing. Hence many 
more people are leaving Israel than are entering it; 
hence, too, its policy of aggression and occupation 
intensifies, as does its dependence upon Washington.

No wonder Nahum Goldman recently published 
an article entitled “Can Israel Survive?” (World 
Press Review, October, 1980). Remember, please, 
that Mr. Goldman was a member of the Executive 
Committee of the World Zionist Organization for 
thirty-four years, including twelve years as its Pres-
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While this pap is dredged up and poured directly 
over the heads of the bosses themselves by their boot
lickers and cheerleaders, for the masses, the bosses 
demand and pay for the classical propaganda—anti- 
Sovietism, anti-Communism, spiced with the tradi
tional deceivers—racism and anti-Semitism. Not 
since Goebbels has a desperate and filthy ruling class 
unleashed such an unabashed and detestable anti- 
Soviet campaign as has the U.S. ruling class in the 
past two or three years, culminating now in the gross 
Hitler-like libels issuing from the Nixon-created 
General Haig and the monopoly-concocted grade-B 
ignoramus, Ronald Reagan.

The young Walter Lippmann and the young 
Charles Mertz, in exposing anti-Sovietism in the 
early years after the Bolshevik Revolution, con
cluded that “the Russian lie is the father of lies.” 
The anti-Soviet mythology is now old enough to be 
called the grandfather of imperialist lies. With its 
help, murderers flourished (temporarily) from Pet- 
lura in the Ukraine to Mannerheim in Finland to 
Horthy in Hungary to Hitler in Germany—to the 
present cabal in Washington.

Racist propaganda and practice have been un
leashed in ways reminiscent of the post-World War I 
period. From the fakery in psychology of Sir Cyril 
Burt and his English and American disciples to such 
crudities as Fort Apache, the Bronx and rehashed 
Charlie Chan travesties being shown to tens of mil
lions in movie houses, the populace in the United 
States is undergoing a vast poisoning effort. Accom
panying this—as always in the history of rac
ism—are the racist practices: murders by police from 
Oakland, California, to Miami, Florida, slaughters 
of Black children in Atlanta and Black men in New 
York City and in Buffalo, attaks upon the dwellings 
of Black people and cross-burnings and assaults in 
literally dozens of different cities, and on campuses 
from Harvard, the University of Massachusetts and 
Williams College, to Cornell, Wesleyan University 
in Connecticut to Iowa State University; the acquit
tal of white racist murderers in Miami and in Greens
boro and KKK camps openly training people, includ
ing Boy Scouts, in the “art” of murder.

Simultaneously and for the same reasons, anti-Se
mitic acts and propaganda have reached epidemic 
proportions. The Annual Report, issued in Decem
ber, 1980, by the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai 
B’rith, finds a manifold increase in cases of assaults 
and vandalism against Jewish homes and syna
gogues and cemeteries—377 such cases being re- 
January-February, 1981



many cities throughout the nation, and especially 
with the initiative of younger Jewish men and 
women, there has finally jelled the New Jewish 
Agenda fo confront the problems facing Jewish peo
ples here and in Israel.

This organization marks a very positive forward 
step for all friends of democracy and peace. Its first 
convention, held in Washington this past December 
was attended by an overflow crowd of seven hundred 
delegates from every part of the nation. Lewis 
Moroze, of the staff of JEWISH AFFAIRS, partic
ipated in that conference and his full report is in this 
issue. Here some brief comments are in order.

The basic commitment of Agenda appears in its 
“Statement of Purpose”: “We are Jews from a vari
ety of religious and secular backgrounds, committed 
to Jewish peoplehood and to fostering a progressive 
voice within the organized Jewish community, 
American society, and among our people in Israel 
and the Diaspora. We believe that authentic Jewish 
life demands serious and consistent attention to 
Tikum Olam (the just ordering of human society and 
the world.)”

Specific details on the resolutions and debates at 
the conference are in Moroze’s report. Particular 
attention should be directed to the fact that the con
ferees adopted almost unanimously (90% approved) 
the call for “an economically just America in which 
... concerns for human need replaces concentra
tions of corporate power” meaning support of 
health care, an end to unemployment, decent hous
ing for all, building the trade union movement and 
supporting affirmative action. In combatting the 
“dramatic rise of anti-Semitism”, the delegates 
urged “a broad-based coalition including Blacks, 
Hispanics, Asian-Americans, Native Americans, as 
well as labor, Left and progressive political organi
zations.” The delegates took very forthright and 
democratic positions on the rights and needs of 
women and by a 70% vote declared for “new 
alternatives for peace”, breaking the cycle of in
creased military spending and a transformed foreign 
policy for our country which would be “based on 
eliminating oppression and exploitation by govern
ments and corporations, and wiping out war, hunger 
and despair.”

This is a special and political program—and repre
sents the kind of broad coalition organization—that 
will be able to successfully confront racism and anti- 
Semitism. It was noted, earlier, that the director of 
the Anti-Defamation League, in reporting the fear-

Jewish Affairs

ident. It is this Mr. Goldman, with that background, 
who writes of Israel’s “disintegrating morale.” He 
reports: “I was never so shaken, concerned, and be
wildered as I was after my visit in May, 1980. Put 
bluntly, the nation is in a state of dissolution.” Mr. 
Goldman believes that “the outlook for the Camp 
David accords is hopeless” and denounces “Begin’s 
fanatical orthodoxy” (as though he was describing 
Jerry Falwell!) and concludes that “Israel’s foreign 
policy ... has cost the country the international sup
port it once enjoyed.”

Goldman finds: “Peace has not been achieved, 
and it seems more remote than ever before. Israel’s 
negative economic, social, and moral indicators are 
the consequences of this hardline policy.” He adds: 
“A small, arrogant, increasingly unpopular Jewish 
State as the culmination of Jewish history and as the 
solution to the Jewish problem is a travesty.”

Nahum Goldman’s final words are: “If Israel per
sists in basing its security on military might, peace 
will be impossible. Present policies can have only one 
outcome: the end of Israel as a nation ... The only 
way out is for Israel to become another kind of State. 
I am convinced that Israel’s only hope is to be totally 
neutral, with its neutrality guaranteed by all the 
world’s powers (especially the Arabs)—except that 
Israel should have the right to save a threatened Jew
ish people in any country.”

The Left of the world—and most especially the 
heroic Communist Party of Israel—has pointed all 
this out for years; the Left of the world has warned 
repeatedly that a Tel Aviv that ties itself to Washing
ton, that becomes a lap dog of U.S. imperialism, that 
permits itself to steal other people’s land, to torment 
other people within its own borders and in occupied 
areas, that such an Israel is sealing its doom and is 
earning doom. This has been the position of the 
Communist Party of the United States, and of 
JEWISH AFFAIRS for the eleven years of its 
existence.

That which Goldman sees, increasing numbers of 
Jewish people inside and outside Israel—including in 
the United States—are seeing. In the recent past, this 
was the root of the valiant effort to form an anti
Establishment organization—Breira—as an alter
native in fact as well as name to the well-heeled elite 
who dominate “official” U.S. Jewry. That elite was 
able to smother Breira but could not and can not 
extinguish the root social forces which produced it in 
the first place.

Therefore, within the past several months, in 
6
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Welcome, New Jewish
Agenda
By Lewis M. Moroze

ful rise of anti-Semitism in the United States, could 
only urge “strengthened law enforcement, realistic 
penalties and expanded educational programs.”

Certainly this nation needs swift and stern punish
ment for the KKK and nazi bandits and killers and 
there cannot be too much education against racism 
and anti-Semitism. But the forces today in control of 
the police and the courts and the educational system 
are the same forces dominating our society as a 
whole. Those forces are responsible for the fact that 
our social order is steeped in jingoism, racism, anti- 
Semitism and that it is characterized by the most 
abysmal policy of anti-Communism and anti- 
Sovietism.

Pious phrases therefore about law enforcement 
and education will not do. Racism and anti-Semitism 
are social phenomena; to fight against them requires 
effective social action and that means effective analy
sis, organization and struggle.

While the Right is organized and is aggressive and 
potent, democratic forces in our country are very 
much more numerous than those who consciously 
support what the Reagans and Haigs represent. The 
present period with its intense and growing internal 
difficulties and international dangers demands the 
swiftest fight-back by all democratic, anti-racist and 
anti-war forces. Breadth, boldness and confidence

While we are all fully aware of the great anxiety 
prevalent amongst the people throughout our land, 
this moment is certainly not one for pessimism and 
despair.

Throughout the breadth of our land alongside 
widespread anxiety, we witness grim determination 
and ferment for positive change.

In the Jewish community, demands for the devel
opment and pursuit of a policy for peace and justice 
in the Middle East, calling for negotiations with the 
P.L.O., have been registered by growing numbers.

The Call to a Conference to create a New Jewish 
Agenda aimed to gather perhaps 500 men and 
women. In fact, close to 700 gathered in Washington 
during the last week in December. Hundreds who 
January-February, 1981

are the needs of the day.
The so-called Moral Majority(jnc.) reminds me of 

the Holy Roman Empire—which was neither holy 
nor Roman nor yet an Empire. This so-called Moral 
Majority(Inc-) is not a majority at all and its spokes
men have the social morality of a J.Edgar Hoover or 
a Joseph McCarthy. Without peace, without equal
ity, without security, without decent living condi
tions, all talk of so-called morality is demagogic 
blather.

Specifically, in the areas of Jewish work we must 
never forget our own impoverished million and a 
half Jews, our own insecure and frightened elderly 
and our own largely bewildered and unhappy youth.

It is we of the Left who represent the morality 
needed for the present century. It is our program for 
peace in the mid-East, in the world, our demand for 
real disarmament, for peaceful co-existence, our 
program of People before Profits, of banning the 
nazis and the kluxers, of united Black and Brown 
and white, of Jew and Christian and Moslem and ag
nostic and atheist, in defence of a decent world—of 
realizing in life Tikum Olam—that is the meaning of 
morality in this age.

In fighting for this program we express the best in 
the heritage of the Jewish people—indeed, in the 
heritage of all humanity. 

attempted to register in the last few days had to be 
turned away.

Yes, there is a great anxiety among out multi
national, multi-racial people. There is, at the same 
time, growing determination, mounting numbers of 
struggles for change. The scene, however, is com
plex and contradictory, calling for careful, correct 
and balanced assessments.

The people’s movements are binding themselves 
in coalitions in the face of a common enemy, as they 
learn the relationships between the issues and con
cerns of the people.

The more advanced contingents of the people 
involved in these struggles can make important con
tributions pointing out the inter-connections and, 
thereby, broaden and tighten the coalitions-in- 
struggle. We must be ever mindful that people in 
motion today are still not cleansed of ideological 
concepts of the past that are to be shed if there is to 
be meaningful, significant change.

It was back in May 1979 that about 50 Jewish men 
and women formed the organizing Committee for a
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restore a smidgin of democracy to American Jewish 
life.”

The organizers of Agenda, in the main, knew 
what they faced. Those who were associated with 
and supported Breira, which sought a more flexible 
alternative policy in the Middle East, had suffered 
the wrath of the Zionist Jewish establishment and 
were smashed. The reactionary Norman Podhoretz, 
editor of Commentary American Jewish Com
mittee, had a special hand in the destruction of 
Breira.

The organizers pondered deeply; consulted with 
others concerned about the lack of democracy in the 
Jewish community and concluded that there was 
need for a grass roots organization which would be 
multi-issued and look toward coalitions beyond the 
Jewish community to attain their goals. So the idea 
for Agenda was born.

At the Washington Conference for a New Jewish 
Agenda the participants were predominantly young 
and from diverse constituencies: Orthodox, Con
servative, and Reformed religious groupings, secu
lar Jews, Yddishists, progessives, Socialists, Com
munists, Zionists, Anti-Zionists, Hashomair 
Hatzairities, Jewish Bundists. Democratic Socialist . 
members, peace and civil rights activists, etc. 
Women constituted close to 50% of the Conference.

Quite revealing was one of the song sheets used at 
the Conference—included were: a “Shabbas 
Song,” “Joe Hill,” and “Strangest Dream”—the 
song for world peace.

Among the participants was a Hebrew School 
teacher who sought advice on dealing with the ques
tion of racism in his classes whose students come 
from homes infected with racism.

There were young people searching for their roots 
and Jewish identity. This question in the current 
period of decaying American monopoly capitalism 
deserves the serious attention of all progressives. 
There was the civil rights activist championing the 
right of Chicanos and Amerindians of the South
west. He came to the Conference for a New Jewish 
Agenda because he rejects his American roots since 
it is the U.S. which is persecuting and murdering 
Chicanos, Indians and Blacks.

This incident reveals confusion in the search for 
identity, which is widespread. On the one hand, this 
courageous humanist young American Jew, com
batting racism engendered by U.S. monopoly capi
talism rejects his American roots; this leads him, on 
the other hand, to accept “Jewish traditions” as his
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new Jewish Agenda. They agreed that “issues of 
political commitment and social justice need to be 
restored to a high priority for the Jewish commun
ity.” This first step followed six months of prelimi
nary discussions.

The first Agenda organizing newsletter stated: 
“Among the large number of Jews who presently 
have no outlet for expressing their own Jewish 
values are two groups: (1) Jews who are politically 
progressive but who reject the sectarianism and 
sometime anti-Semitism of the left; and (2) Jews 
who are convinced that their Jewish religious man
date has important political implications for the 
issues of concern to Agenda.. .-Agenda’s national 
conference will work toward an alternative vision 
for Jewish identity which takes seriously Jewish tra
dition and progressive values.”

The specific objectives, said this same newsletter, 
were twofold: (1) anew organization to involve Jews 
who have become alienated from American Jewish 
communal life; (2) to challenge assumptions of 
national Jewish organizations and to stimulate 
greater discussion and debate within them.

While these stirrings for change were taking place, 
pessimism pervaded many, a pessimism that bred 
the conclusion that it was impossible to discuss 
significant issues in the Jewish community, a pes
simism that resulted in the belief that change was 
impossible in the Jewish community, that Zionism, 
nationalism and chauvinism were too deeply 
imbedded to be uprooted.

In the December 18, 1980 issue of the Chicago 
Sentinel, the editor, J. J. Fishbein, quoted one of the 
Agenda organizers, Rabbi Gerald Serrota, associate 
director of Hillel at Rutgers University, New 
Brunswick, N.J.:

“[Our goal] is to involve the unaffiiliated, 
disaffiiliated, and especially those alienated from the 
politics of the American Jewish community—those 
who feel that it has turned so rightward and inward 
that they can no longer feel comfortable in the 
community.”

Fishbein went on to say: “The realistic fact, how
ever, is that the Conference for a New Jewish 
Agenda has already been given the cold shoulder by 
the entire Jewish establishment, is isolated by an 
overwhelming number of the Jewish press. The cen
sorship which dominates American Jewish life and 
imposes such terrible vengeance on any who dare to 
dissent from the established theme is certain to bes
mirch and denigrate even this minmum attempt to 
8
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guide for self-fulfillment. Blind anger causes him to 
obliterate from his consciousness the role of the 
American revolutionaries, the Quakers seeking jus
tice for the Indians, the abolitionists, the American 
anti-imperialists, the militant American trade 
unionists, the U.S. Socialists, the U.S. Communists, 
leaders against racism, the peace forces, etc. Focus
ing on but one trend in American life, the reaction
ary, anti-people trend, he would accept as a guide 
not progressive American Jewish traditions but 
“Jewish traditions” traditions which include the 
stoning of the Prophets, the excommunication of 
Spinoza, the spawning of reactionary Zionism and 
chauvinism, a chauvinism that holds that the “worst 
Jew is better than the finest non-Jew”.

What he has yet to fully understand is that there 
are two currents among all peoples in an oppressive 
society, that of the oppressive ruling clique, the 
clique that Jewish Agenda was launched to combat, 
and that of the people, reflected in the main in the 
700 men and women in attendance at the 
Conference. The blind following of “Jewish tra
ditions” will ultimately lead to a negative national
ism, a nationalism plagued with chauvinism.

The variety of constituencies reflected itself at the. 
literature table where printed matter issued by over 
20 organizations was being distributed.

Sessions of a “left caucus” drew over 100 men 
and women. The overwhelming number of partici
pants called for flexibility and an approach’ that 
would win approval for a maximum number of 
issues and for a coalition approach to further these 
aims. There was sharp criticism of some of the sec
tarian views expressed. Women played a most 
important role. They articulated deep resentment of 
the patriarchy in the Jewish establishment and 
expressions of it at the caucus.

In his remarks at the openng plenary session 
Rabbi Serotta said; “We have to look much more 
carefully at our interests as Jews and the realities of 
anti-Semitism, than simply to say that our economic 
self-interests require us to be indentified with the 
conservative political position in this country.”

A Chicago attorney, Marian Neudel, remarked: 
“If we cannot create a movement for ordinary 
working Jews we are betraying our past and writing 
off our future.”

At this plenary session an Israeli Zionist army 
educator after referring to the corruption and evils 
of the Israeli government, pleaded for the “Healing 
of the right between Israel and the diaspora.”
January-February, 1981
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A third panelist. Jack Jacobs, a Bund- 
for Agenda to “be a union of an dem °,st. caiied 
progressive forces.” Cra‘ic

Noteworthy for a national gathering of .
Jews was the absence of Soviet-baitinE p erican 
platform. Further, there was no resolm’? ‘he 
duced attacking the USSR in the fashion 'ti? *ntro- 
too common in the Zionist dominated jew- 1 *s all 
lishment and its press. lsh estab.

The poisonous effects of the anti-Soviet k- 
revealed themselves in two resolutions. Th *'es 
worded resolution on the question of peace -Str°n81y 
no reference to SALT II or detente though"Cluded 
for cuts in military spending and for WorJ !l CaIled 
Another resolution called for the protection Peace- 
everywhere but listed only the following- <^Jews 
France, Argentina, Ethiopia and Iran. The 
tion took no cognizance of the rise of anti s re?olu- 
in West Germany. '^nutism

The inclusion of Ethiopia here and in a senar 
resolution reveals confusion and a hiding of 
facts. A statement by Prof. Howard M. Lenh ff 
president of the American Association of Ethion- ’ 
Jews, in the January 29 issue of the Chica 
Senitinel, condemns the “bigoted Israeli bur, 1 
crats and... American establishment Jews” 
Israel’s slamming shut the doors to immigration of 
the Falashas, the Ethiopian Jews.

Prof. Lenhoff reported that Ethiopian Jews are 
granted their full rights by the Ethiopian govern
ment but are being harassed by armed tribal bands 
attempting to overthrow the socialist-oriented 
government.

Thirty-seven position papers were prepared for 
the Conference on the following problems: foreign 
and domestic issues; Jewish identity; Women, men 
and the family; The American Jewish Community 
and The Middle-East. There were papers on: The 
Arms Race; World Hunger; Affirmative Action; 
Jews and the Labor Movement; Jewish Females; 
Jewish Avoidance of Personal Relationships with 
Blacks; Jews, Israelis, Palestinians; Israel Arms and 
Latin America.

Sam Norich, Vice President of the World Jewish 
Congress, reported on the throttling hold on the 
community of the Jewish Federations. He reported 
that 50% of the Jewish community is not affiliated 
with any existing Jewish organizations. He called 
for the democratization of Jewish community and 
an end to the principle that “he who pays the piper, 
calls the tune.”
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Trude Weiss-Rosemarin, editor of the Jewish 
Spectator, bemoaned the fact that the reactionary 
Jewish bureaucracy deprived the Jewish community 
of some of our finest intellectuals “who think 
independently”.

Avivah Cantor of Lilith magazine denounced the 
patriarchal practices of the Jewish establishment 
which deny Jewish women full participation in the 
leadership of the Jewish community.

“The survival of Israel must rest on the bedrock 
of morality and does not lie in the Pentagon as many 
Jews think,” said Rabbi Israel Dresner in the panel 
on Reversing the Arms Race.

At this panel Marcus Raskin urged a stepped-up 
campaign against nuclear armanents, calling on us 
to go into the streets to bring home to the people the 
fact that the use of nuclear weapons is preparing for 
genocide. He warned that Reagan would attempt to 
reconstitute the security state in order to carry out 
his program.

At the workshop on Strategic Realities in the 
Middle East, workshop leader, employee of the 
State Department in the Carter administration 
warned that a continued deadlock in the Middle East 
presents a grave threat to peace. He proposed a 
negotiated peace with the P.L.O. to be signed by the 
USSR as well as by the U.S. to make it effective.

In the panel on Dissent in the Jewish Community, 
participants kept referring to “Jewish traditions”. 
Here I urged that we be constantly cognizant of two 
currents among our people—progressive and reac
tionary, that there is the tradition of the 
PROPHETS and that of P R O F I T S. I 
proposed further that it should be our aim to pro
mote progressive American Jewish traditions and 
not just Jewish traditions. This approach evoked 
great applause and was commented upon favorably 
in other sessions during the Conference.

At a plenary session David McReynolds of the 
Socialist Party, USA, spoke of the danger of uncon
ditional support of the Israeli government and urged 
an end to the characterization of critics of Israeli 
policies as anti-Semites. He urged acceptance of the 
truth that the P.L.O. represents the Palestinians and 
should be recognized as was the F.L.N. in Algeria.

Stanley Aronowitz, who teaches at Columbia 
University, in referring to what he labelled “anti- 
Semitism from the left,” distorted the Leninist posi
tion on the national question. He made no reference 
to Lenin’s opposition to forced assimilation, Lenin 
held that Marxists view as correct policy on the 
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national question the eventual voluntary integration 
of national cultures drawing upon the finest demo
cratic traditions of all cultures.

In a paper written by Morris U. Schappes, editor 
of Jewish Currents magazine, there was a call for 
“the raising of Jewish consciousness”; this advo
cated that “Jews reject assimilation from the right 
or left” and declared that all “assimilation prolongs 
the Hitler victory.”

Speaking about the recent elections, Schappes 
indicated that there was no popular swing to the 
Right and he called for orientation to the trade 
unions and for the welding of broad coalitions.

At a workshop on Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, 
Esther Herst of the National Coalition Against 
Repressive Legislation warned that the Reagan 
administration was preparing for repression and 
that it would not employ that tactics of the 
McCarthy period but use more subtle methods 
which would have a “chilling” effect. At the work
shop there was a plea for a more realistic approach 
by progressives in dealing with street crimes.

Allan Solomonow of the Mid-East Peace Project 
and the Coalition for Peace and Justice in the 
Middle East stated that we cannot demand of Chris
tians that they not criticize Israel. Within two weeks 
after the Conference, the Morning Freiheit charged 
that U.S. church leaders who condemned human 
rights violations in Israel were enemies of Israel.

Tzali Reshef, an Israeli attorney and leader in the 
Peace Now movement, stated: “To support the 
peace forces in Israel means supporting the future of 
Israel. Critics of Israeli policy are called traitors. 
This is part of the price we who believe in the future 
of Israel must pay.” He also made it clear that the 
fight for peace will go on With the new government 
when Begin leaves. He said that the Laborites would 
not represent peace; he reminded the participants 
that the Labor government established the first set- 
tlerhents on the West Bank and voted for the 
Jerusalem annexation law and the annexation of the 
Golan Heights. He concluded that a Labor govern
ment can be forced to listen to the people in the 
street; therefore, support of the peace forces is key.

The over-abundant number of simultaneous 
workshops makes it impossible to report fully on the 
Conference.

The structural form adopted for the New Agenda 
was the most practical of the three proposed for dis
cussion. It provides for a national leadership of 25 
elected at the National Conference and for the addi-
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Negroes in the American 
Revolution
By William Z. Foster

Lewis M. Moroze, who has joined the editorial staff 
of Jewish Affairs, represented the editors at the Con
ference for a New Jewish Agenda held in 
Washington, D.C., December 24-28, 1980. This 
article is based on a report delivered to 200 people at 
the Unity Center, N.Y.C., January 17, 1981.

struggle. New Agenda deserves the support of all 
progressive American Jews. Jewish Affairs will give 
its fullest support and calls upon its leadership to do 
likewise. New Jewish Agenda can become a vital 
arm in moving broad sectors of the Jewish people in 
a progressive direction. The address of the New J ew
ish Agenda is 150 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C. 10010.

Progressive Jews should avail /hemselves of this 
historic political opportunity to contribute to the 
creation of a New Jewish Agenda for the 1980’s and 
a new agenda for the U.S.A.D

tion of representatives from chapters and affiliates. 
The elected leadership reflects the breadth of the 
Conference and provides geographic representation 
from throughout the land.Because of the lack of time for the fullest debate, 
the adopted resolutions are to considered as a guide 
for the national leadership rather than as a mandate. 
The vote on each resolution was carefully noted to 
indicate the position of the participants. Since all of 
the resolutions were overwhelmingly approved, they 
can be turned into mandates by functioning chapters 
and affiliates. In the last analysis work carried on in 
the communities is the best guarantee for breathing 
life into the resolutions.While we differ with some formulations in the 
resolutions, we feel that New Jewish Agenda and its 
program deserve the wholehearted support of all 
who are determined to turn the U.S. around. New 
Agenda is an important coalition in that historic

In honor of the 100th Anniversary of the birth of 
William Z. Foster and in tribute to Black History 
Month, we publish below an excerpt from Foster’s 
“Negro People in American History,” Interna
tional Publishers, 1954.

William Z. Foster (1881-1961) is respected world
wide as the outstanding figure in the labor and Com
munist movements of the United States. For several 
years prior to his death, Comrade Foster was 
Chairman, C.P.U.S.A.

The [Revolutionary] war declared by the Consti
tutional Congress lasted seven years and was indeed 
a difficult one to win. England was the strongest 
power in the world and its army and navy towered 
above those of the colonies. The colonial industrial 
system was much weaker, and the colonies were 
honeycombed with tories and traitors. Moreover, 
for all their fine words of revolt, the American mer
chants and planters were very hesitant to push their 
demand for national independence through to the 
logical end. These two groups directly and through
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their respective political agents, led the Revolution 
officially. Of the 56 who signed the Declaration of 
Independence, eight were merchants, six were physi
cians, five were farmers and 25 were lawyers. 
Washington, Jefferson, Randolph, and many others 
were slaveholders. The Revolution could never have 
been carried through successfully had it not been for 
the heavy political pressure and militant fighting 
spirit of the small farmers, petty merchants, crafts
men, and laborers.

From the outset, the Negroes and slavery played 
an important part in the revolutionary struggle. Like 
the immature working class of the period, the 
Negroes, free and slave, realized more or less clearly 
that the Revolution offered them an opportunity to 
come forward with their own specific demands. It 
was no accident, therefore, that the first man to be 
killed in open struggle in the Revolution was a 
Negro, Crispus Attucks, who died in the Boston 
Massacre of March 5, 1770.

Attucks, 47 years old, led a group of workers to 
the old, Brick Meeting House to protest against the 
British. Captain Preston and a file of British Soldiers 
fired upon them, and the American Revolution had 
its first martyrs. Characteristically they were all 
workers—Crispus Attucks, sailor; Samuel Gray, 
rope-maker; James Caldwell, sailor; Samuel 
Maverick, joiner’s apprentice; and Patrick Carr, 
leather worker. A monument to Attucks and his 
comrades now stands on Boston Commons.
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Revolution to free their slaves, the source of all their 
luxury and easy life.

The new revolutionary government shared the 
embarrassment of the planters at the untoward atti
tude of the British, who themselves had done so 
much to build up slavery in the American colonies. 
Voices were raised to use Negroes as soldiers in the 
Continental Army, but at first there was much oppo
sition. Madison, among others, urged that slaves be 
freed and armed. In October 1775, Washington and 
his council of generals decided, however, to reject 
Negroes as soldiers, and a month later they issued 
instructions to this effect to recruiters. On January 
6, 1776 under pressure of the British, Washington 
reversed himself and agreed that freed Negroes 
could serve in the ranks. Thereafter Negroes were to 
be found among the armed forces of all thirteen 
colonies, sometimes in separate units and sometimes 
together with the Whites. It is estimated that of the 
300,000 soldiers and sailors who fought in the war, 
at least 5,000 were Negroes. Often southern planters 
sent slaves, who fought, were freed, the government 
reimbursing their former masters for each slave. 
Others, to out people’s disgrace, were reenslaved. 
Negro veterans, after the war, significantly 
increased the number of freed Negroes, north and 
south.

The Negro soldiers and sailors in the Revolu
tionary War acquitted themselves bravely and with 
honor. They took part in numerous key strug
gles—Concord, Lexington, Bunker Hill, Brandy
wine, Ticonderoga, Boonesboro, Fort Griswold, 
Eutaw, Yorktown, Saratoga, Trenton, Princeton 
and many other places. They distinguished them
selves especially in the battles of Long Island, Red 
Bank, Rhode Island, Savannah and Monmouth.

Speaking of the [Negro] troops who took part in 
the battle of Long Island, a veteran, Dr. Harris, 
says, “Three times in succession they were attacked 
with more desperate valor and fury by well-trained, 
disciplined troops and three times they did success
fully repel the assault, and thus preserved our army 
from capture.”

Among the outstanding Negro revolutionary 
fighters were Peter Salem, a hero of Bunker Hill; 
Salem Poore, who was commended to Congress by 
fourteen commanders for bravery at the battles of 
Savannah and Charlestown; James Armistead, an 
astute Negro spy who fooled Lord Cornwallis and 
saved the army of Lafayette; Austin Dabney who 
for his bravery in many battles was honored by
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Slaves also fled the plantations in great numbers 
during the Revolution. The British realized from the 
beginning of the struggle that the institution of 
slavery was a great weakness on the American side 
and sought to take advantage of this fact by calling 
upon the slaves to go over to them. Lord Dunmore, 
British Governor of Virginia, 1775, offered to free 
all slaves who would fight in his forces, and General 
Carlton thought this would crush the Revolution. 
Great Britain, however, fearing the effects on 
slavery in the West Indies, never completely adopted 
this policy.

The Negroes who, far and wide, saw in the 
Revolution a good occasion to strike for their free
dom, were not slow in hearkening to such oppor
tunities. During the Revolutionary War, although 
some slave conspiracies took place, most of the 
slaves’ spirit of resistance expressed itself in Whole
sales flight from the American plantations to the 
British lines.

“Thomas Jefferson declared that in the one year 
of 1778 Viriginia alone saw thirty thousand slaves 
flee from bondage, and we know that many more 
escaped both before and after that year. Georgians 
felt that 75 to 85 percent of their slaves, (who num
bered about fifteen thousand in 1774), fled, and 
South Carolinians declared that of their total num
ber of some one hundred and ten thousand slaves at 
the start of the Revolution, at least twenty five thou
sand made good their escape.... it appears to be 
conservative to say that from 1775 until 1783 some 
one hundred thousand slaves, (i.e., about one out of 
every five), succeeded in escaping from slavery, 
though very often meeting their death or serfdom 
instead of freedom,” (This paragraph was quoted 
from “The Negro in the American Revolution” 
(1940) by Dr. Herbert Aptheker.)

This mass flight of slaves put the Southern plan
ters in a real predicament. In general they supported 
the Revolution, among other reasons because they 
were head over heals in debt to England for imports. 
[Louis M.] Hacker says that at the outbreak of the 
Revolution, of the total of about 5 million pounds 
owed to England by the colonials, the planters owed 
some five-sixths. Jefferson said, “these debts had 
become hereditary so that the planters were a species 
of property annexed to certain mercantile houses in 
London”. When the planters took the great revolu
tionary plunge, they hoped to unload this burden
some debt, but the last thing they wanted was for the



Nine Brothers

Georgia and the Federal Government, and Prince, 
the Negro soldier who captured the British General 
Richard Prescott. The heroic figure, Deborah 
Gannett, who fought through the war disguised as a 
man, is a believed to have been a Negro.

The first to come here was Morris.
It happened this way. He had just turned sixteen 

and in the shtetl there was nothing for him to do. The 
one thing he did not want to become was a “young 
businessman.” A healthy, strapping Bessarabian 
youngster, his inclination was rather to learn a trade. 
But this didn’t sit well with his father, who was a 
"sheyneryeed”—an “established citizen”—with all 
the trimmings that go with that status. So Morris 
made up his mind to save enough money, secretly, 
for the journey to America, where no one could stop 
him from becoming a workingman. And one fine day 
after Pesach, when Moishe had finally accumulated 
enough money, he ran away from home.

In America he went directly to his Zeyde Manis 
and his Boba Sheva, who lived in two tiny rooms on 
the East Side.

Tall and strong, sixteen years old, he learned 
quickly. He became an “operator” in a fur shop and 
was soon able to support himself. He had his picture 
taken and sent it back home. Then he bought himself 
a gold watch-and-chain and a gold ring, changed his 
name from Moishe to Morris and wrote his parents 
that things were going well with him here in America, 
and that his father should now send several of the 
other boys over. There were eight brothers at home, 
but thus far only two were able to leave. The letters 
sailed back and cross the ocean and soon Morris’s 
two brothers had joined him in America.

Isaac, the oldest brother, learned to make frames 
for Ladies Hats out of wire, and Motya became an 
operator “in fur.”
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forever exchanging 
— language with friends

by Isaac Raboy
We publish below chapter 1 from Isaac Raboy’s 

story, "NineBrothers, ’’translatedfrom the Yiddish 
by Max Rosenfeld. Raboy’s first work was "Herr 
Goldenberg, ” published in 1916 followed by 10 
other volumes. His last work was his autobiography, 
"Mayn Lebn,” published in two volumes 
1945-1947. "Nayn Brider’’ was published in 1936.

So now there were three brothers here. All of them 
lived together on Delancey Street in a drab room 
with two beds, one large and one small. Isaac and 
Morris slept in the large one because back home they 
had also slept in one bed. Motya slept alone in the 
small one.

But though they did not all sleep in one bed, they 
did live out of one pocket.” Isaac and Motya 
brought their pay home Friday night and turned it 
over to Morris, who had appointed himself “trea
surer” because he was here first and was no longer a 
greenhorn. In this way they saved theri money to 
bring over two more brothers. Their earnings were 
meager. Morris, who by this time considered himself 
an experienced operator, made three dollars a 
week—in season. Motya, being less skilled, earned a 
dollar-and-a-half. isaac, who worked piece-work, 
made less than the other two, the Ladies Hat season 
being a short one. Morris was therefore contantly 
bragging that he contributed more than his brothers. 
This habit of his did not endear him to them and they 
grumbled about it behind his back.

Isaac had a “status” of his own. He had come to 
America with a store of voluminous reading in Rus
sian and Yiddish literature. He could read and write 
Russian with ease and was forever exchanging tre
mendously long letters in that 1;
back home.

Motya, however, had no accomplishments to 
speak of. He was just a good boy. He respected his 
older brother Isaac for his erudition, and Morris for 
his “golden fingers” so skillful at bending back the 
fur and sewing a neat seam. Motya stayed close to 
both of them. From Isaac he tried to imbibe culture. 
When Isaac finished a good Russian book and 
related what he had read, Motya listened intently to 
every word, tried to appreciate the beauty of the 
author’s style, and never ceased envying his 
brother’s blessed ability to read a book through from 
first page to last. From Morris he learned how to sew 
a neat seam and how to “bend back the fur.” After a 
while Motya too was an expert. At the same time he 
applied himself to reading a Yiddish book. In this 
way all three brothers made a real effort to know 
each other better.

Thanks to Isaac’s efforts, Morris even improved 
the bad habits he had picked up on the East Side. 
Morris realized with some alarm that he had already 
been in this country four years and could still not 
read or write English. At first he fought a battle with 
himself. What good would English do him? For that



The little girl bent both knees in a low curtsy, 
meanwhile shaking her blond curls as though they 
were bells. The boys were so touched that they 
simply didn’t know what to do with themselves. 
Finally they gave the landlady a substantial deposit 
and were entrusted with the keys to their flat.

Then began a process of furnishing the rooms. 
Every evening after work the five of them went from 
store to store selecting furniture and dishes. Again 
they noticed that it was a drawback for all five of 
them to walk into a store together. But this they were 
ready to put up with. The storekeepers, they 
reasoned, should be pleased. “The more the merrier

Thus they gradually bought what they needed, and 
every evening after work they would go to their new 
flat to set out the furniture and wash to floors and 
windows. And precisely when everything was ready 
the telegram came: “Your family waiting at Ellis 
Island.”

The five brothers were beside themselves with joy. 
They lit all the.gas-lamps in their new home, sat 
down around the kitchen table and began to plan for 
the next day. Isaac proposed that from the moment 
their parents entered the flat the family should form 
a sort of “commune.” They would all put their earn
ings into one pocket—let’s say Mama’s—and Mama 
would run the kitchen, pay the rent and buy the 
clothes.

“I think it would be better to make Papa the trea
surer. That’ll give him something to do,” countered 
Morris.

“No. That would start an argument right away!” 
said Motya. “Have you already forgotten that Papa 
and Mama always disagree about money? Here in 
America we don’t want any such arguments!” 
“Let it be Mama,” said Nochern, getting up from 
the table and pacing about the room in his restless 
way.

“Boys, we can’t brush this money problem away 
so lightly,” insisted Isaac, putting a match to his 
cigarette and illuminating his face so that they could 
see he was in earnest. “In the kind of society we live 
in, where money is still the basis and the foundation, 
we must be very careful. In this function I trust 
Mama more. She’s a simple woman; it’s not her na
ture to be concerned with money. She’s not money
conscious. So there’s no danger that she’ll hoard it or 
do any other sly tricks that go along with large sums. 
Papa, on the other hand—our tatte,— is the kind of 
man who if he ever gets the opportunity to put
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matter, he didn’t even know Yiddish well. But when 
Isaac and Motya both started night school he didn’t 
stand in their way. Finally he went and enrolled in a 
private school with greenhorns.

In the meantime, they saved enough money to 
bring over their brothers Nochern and Hoishek. So 
there were now five of them in America. Nochem and 
Hoishek also chose to become fur operators, 
although Isaac preferred that they learn the Ladies 
Hat trade. This they rejected because—they pro
tested indignantly—what sort of ridiculous occu
pation was this, making hats out of wire!

But anyway—and this is the importatn thing—all 
five worked hard and saved their pennies diligently 
and in two years they sent money and “ship-tickets- 
for the rest of the family—mother, father, and four 
more brothers.

A long time went by before the letter came inform
ing them that the family was ready to embark and 
that their ship was the Bremen—due to arrive in 
America in two weeks! In those two weeks the five 
brothers didn’t waste a minute. When they first went 
out together looking for rooms they noticed that 
people seemed frightened of them. The things that 
could happen in America! Five tough-looking 
fellows—sho knows, maybe a gang or something. So 
they separated, and each one went out alone, until 
they finally found the place they wanted.

The house was an old one on Attorney Street, but 
looked new. The bricks still seemed to have the dust 
of the brickyard on them; they were so clean, such a 
pretty red-brown, and laid in such even rows, with 
the white cement so neatly ruled, that from a dis
tance the house was a real joy to behold. The steps 
were of marble. And the handrails on either side of 
the steps were of shining brass. As the five brothers 
approached the house to examine the flat they were 
simply enchanted by this cleanliness. In their judge
ment it was the most beautiful house they had seen in
America. , ... _Then and there they paid a month s rent in ad
vance with the understanding that the month was 
not to’ begin until the family arrived. The landlady 
was more than satisfied; she was almost overcome 
with delight at the idea that five sons were bringing 

they’re renting rooms andgetting, a home ready for 
their Mama and Pap* from the old country! ”

u



niy own hands!” cried

Isaac’s big black eyes stared at Morris. It was not a 
look of hostility, yet Morris felt uneasy.

“No!” Isaac insisted. “And I don’t want to be 
misunderstood. I certainly don’t want Papa to feel 
helpless in America—superfluous. We didn’t bring 
him all the way over here for that. Certainly we want 
him to feel like a new man here, a free man. But I’m 
against creating a blood-sucker with our own mon-
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together some money will jump at the chance. And in 
this way, with our own hands, we may help to build 
up a capital—and a nest of quarrels and bad-feeling 
and hate.”

Isaac knew what he wanted to say, but he was not 
an orator and could not express his thoughts as 
clearly as he would have liked.

There was much that he could not even begin to 
put into words, but his brothers apparently un
derstood him.

Motya wanted to go into this matter more 
thoroughly. A simple, artless worker, he somehow 
felt that Isaac’s words had a special message for him 
and his brothers. He needed a deeper understanding ‘ 
of this matter.

“Make it clearer for me Isaac,” he said. “When 
will we ever reach a point where money will no longer 
be necessary? In you opinion, how will money be 
abolished?”

Isaac, thoughts flying through his head one after 
the other, had no ready answer. One moment he had 
the explanation and just as quickly the words fell 
apart like a house of cards. Eventually he said: “The 
Revolution will destroy Capital with one blow!”

He wondered why it had taken him so long to 
think of this, when it was a ready-made axiom. He 
felt a little embarrassed. But he recovered himself 
quickly and slapped the table with his open hand.

“Yes! The Revolution!”
“But in the meantime, before the Revolution 

comes, why can’t people save their money if they 
want to?” Morris loved to needle Isaac with his 
“Americanisms.” “Why should it bother you if our 
Papa puts together a few dollars, a few innocent 
dollars? Let’s even admit that all of us are against it. 
But he’s a different kind of man— our tatte, I mean. 
It’s too late for us to change him. So I don,’t agree 
that as soon as he sets foot in America we should 
make him feel he’s played out, finished, that his 
world is dead. Let him handle our money, and he’ll 
give Mama whatever she needs to manage the house. 
Let them run their world the way they always have.

ey God forbid! And I’m warning you, that’s what 
will happen. First he’ll accumulate a little Capital 
out of our hard-earned pay. Then he’ll open a fac
tory, learn to be a boss and turn into a blood
sucker.”

“I’ll destroy him with 
Hoishek. “I swear it!”

The others were startled by Hoishek’s words. 
They grinned in embarrassment and drummed on 
the table with their fingers and slouched down in 
their chairs.

We re workers!” contended Hoishek simply in 
his gruff, direct way. “And we’ll stay workers all our 
lives! And we won’t allow our own father to become 
a boss here in America!”

“No? What will you make out of him, a worker?” 
asked Morris sarcastically.

“He doesn’t have to do anything any more,” said 
Nochern. “There are nine of us. We’ll all work and 
Papa and Mama can stay here with us the rest of their 
lives.”

“The only question is—will Papa want it that 
way?” argued Morris. “Every man has the individ
ual freedom to do what he wants in this country—”

“He’s here again with his individual freedoms!” 
laughed Isaac. “Our tatte cares a lot about indi
vidual freedom—oh boy!—”

“Maybe he doesn’t, yet; but it’s pur duty to devel
op that feeling inhim, Morris insisted, ready to con
tinue the debate all night.

“Look here!” Motya broke in suddenly. “What 
have we gone and done? We worked hard and,saved 
our money and sent for Mama and Papa and the 
boys, and brought them over here, and we went out 
and fixed up a nice clean home, and now, right at the 
start, we’re already at each other’s throats! One says 
black and the other says white, and we’re about to 
have a crisis. What did we need it for? We should 
have realized beforehand that it would turn out this 
way...”

Motya’s face, usually pale and gentle, turned 
paler. His shock of hair stood on end. His eyes 
glowed fiercely. The others slumped further down in 
their chairs, retreated into their own thoughts, each 
of them entranced by some distant scene.

Motya’s voice pressed on. “1 don’t understand 
what has changed things. Up to now we were the 
same as always. We’ve lived two and three in one 
room before and haven’t gotten in each other’s way. 
What has changed now that makes us quarrel? For 
instance, now Morris is holding our money. So next
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“But I won’t allow Papa to become a boss!” 
shouted Hoishek.

“Nor will I,” muttered Isaac. “I won’t have it!”
“Don’t be silly. Do you think / want my father to 

become a boss?” asked Morris, and his face broke 
into a smile.

Nochern was the first to get up.
“Wait! We haven’t even drawn lots for the 

rooms!” Isaac reminded them.
There were four bedrooms in the flat, two with 

windows facing the street and two with windows fac
ing a courtyard. The former were brighter, but the

week Mama or Papa will hold it. What’s the differ
ence? Who’s going to stop us from living the way we 
want to, each one of us? Leave things alone. They’ll 
work themselves out!”

latter were bigger. For the next few minutes the 
brothers forgot about their quarrel. Drawing lots for 
the rooms, they laughed like little children, joking 
playfully as they tugged at the slips of paper. Then 
Hoishek boiled up some water and over tea they re
turned, as had become their habit, to their exper
iences on the journey to America.

Isaac usually had more to say than any of them. 
Even as a child he had acquired a reputation as a 
good story-teller. He had learned to build up his 
stories, embellish them, combine them. Now he was 
even more skilled, and his brothers listened avidly. 
They were annoyed ony that such marvelous adven
tures had not happened to them. No one but Isaac 
seemed to have gotten into such extraordinary 
scrapes—one after the other. It must be that he was 
making all those stories up, all of them!

For Democratic Vigilance and 
Unity in Israel

By Ruth Lubitz
The adventurous policy of conquest followed by 

the Begin government also plays havoc with the 
Israeli economy, engenders a deep crisis in Israeli 
society and puts a heavy burden on the working fam
ily. This policy finds its expression in the new na
tional budget 1980/81 endorsed by the Likud 
government. It shows a clear tendency to increase 
military expenditure and to drastically cut funds for 
the essential needs of the people. Military expendi
ture constitutes 63.6 percent of the budget; thus, 
Israel occupies first place in the world regarding 
military expenditure.

The Israel population, and in particular the work
ing people, suffer severly under such a policy. At the 
beginning of’1980 inflation had already risen to 
120% and shows a tendency of rising to 150% by the 
end of 1980 again the highest in the world. 
Unemployment is increasing, the number of people 
living below the poverty line has risen by 50% and it 
has already enveloped 3.4 percent of the total 
population in 1979.

More and more people have begun to grasp that 
the present rulers might bring Israel to a national 
disaster and that there is an urgent necessity to 
change Israeli policy. Social unrest has spread all 
over the country. Thousands of workers strike, 
demonstrate and protest again the lowering of their 
standard of living and in favor of democracy and 
16

peace. Students wage fierce struggles and the 
campuses. The discriminated Arab population fight 
for its national and civil rights.

On May Day some 150,000 Jewish and Arab 
workers demonstrated in the streets of Tel Aviv 
demanding the dismissal of the government. The 
peace-loving forces organized in committees, in the 
“Peace Now” movement, the “Democratic Front 
For Peace and Equality” and the “Movement of 
Democratic” (MDW) express their solidarity with 
the struggle of the Palestinians in the occupied 
territories and demand that the Arab-Palestinian 
people have the right to self-determination. Special 
merit attaches to the struggle of young soldiers 
organized in the “27-Group” who refuse to serve in 
the Israeli occupied territories and prefer being 
imprisoned to serving in an occupation army.

During the five years that have passed since the 
Mexico Conference, the situation of women in Israel 
has deteriorated. Following an extremely anti
democratic course (which is influenced by fanatical 
religious parties) the Likud government gradually 
abolishes democratic laws, laws for the protection 
of women’s rights that were achieved through tenac
ious struggles over many years.

Under the conditions of rising living costs, curtail
ment of services (kindergartens, feeding projects in 
schools, etc.) and deepening unemployment which 
affects women in particular, the lot of working 
women is a very hard one. Women’s wages are only 
60% of that of their male colleagues. Women are 
still discriminated against at their places of work, in 
society and in the family.
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Particularly bad are the conditions of Arab 
women: Their wages are much lower than those of 
their Jewish fellow workers, and they can’t avail 
themselves of the same public and social services 
that exist in the Jewish sector, not to mention the 
prevalent Anti-Arab national discrimination.

The “Movement of Democratic Women in 
Israel,” numbering thousands of Jewish and Arab 
women, is one of the organizations that act and rally 
the women of the country against the policy of the 
Likud government. It fights against the encroach
ment on women’s rights, mobilizes women in 
demonstrations against the high cost of living and 
inflation, for equality in work of Jewish and Arab 
women.

MDWI organized actions of solidarity with the 
Arab women of the occupied territories. It teaches 
women in Israel ot act in the spirit of Jewish-Arab 
unity and international solidarity. The movement 
extends this activity over an ever wider strata of the 
population and leads them into the struggle for a 
just and permanent peace in our region, a struggle 
which will help ensure a happy future for our 
children.

The Camp David accords did not bring peace 
nearer, on the contrary, they moved it farther away 
and perpetuated the occupation which has lasted 
already 13 years. The Likud government which 
stands for the rule of the Israeli government of the 
whole of Palestine annexation of the occupied 
territories, including East Jerusalem, acts with a 
strong hand against the Arab population in the 
occupied territories.

The regime of oppression and terror in the 
occupied Arab territories has been continuous since 
1967. Every activity of political parties, trade 
unions, the press and the women’s organizations is 
forbidden. The prisons are filled with fighters 
against the occupation policy of the government. 
Among the detained are women and young girls who 
endured with praiseworth heroism the tortures and 
grave conditions in the prisons. Among the 
prisoners are many who are kept under administra
tive detention without any trial. Palestinian leaders 
have been arrested and expelled from their home
land. The Israeli government violates paragraph 4 of 
the Geneva Convention of 1949; oppresses the 
population in the occupied territories; destroys 
thousands of houses and ousts Arab peasants 
(Fellahin) from their land and sets up on this land 
Jewish-Israeli settlements.
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However, despite all the persecution, the struggle 
against the occupation continues. Especially praise
worthy is the courageous struggle of women and 
girls who demonstrate, protest, organize the 
struggle of the youth and pupils against the occupa
tion, encourage the fighting spirit for the just na
tional rights of the Arab Palestinian people.

The Likud government is supporting fascist 
groups of Gush-Emunim which are revaging Arab 
villages, brutally beating up innocent people and 
even shooting them. Only recently a 22 year-old girl 
was shot dead. Zionist terror bands attempted the 
murder of the mayors of Nablus, Ramallah and Al- 
Bireh. Until now the criminals have not been found.

The peace forces in Israel organized many protest 
actions. Delegations of Jewish personalities, women 
and young people visited the injured and the 
wounded and expressed their solidarity with the 
struggle of the Palestinian people against the Israeli 
occupation. The forces of peace and democracy 
demand the immediate return to their homelands of 
the Mayors of Hebron and Halhoul, Qawassmeh 
and Melham who were arbitrarily and cruelly 
deported.



Olgin Memorial Meeting in L.A.

by Eda Beck

18 Jewish Affairs

The ravings of armed fascists constitute and 
imminent danger for democratic freedoms in Israel. 
The Likud government, by its policy of occupation 
and settlements, assist these gangs who harass the 
progressive forces and public personalities of the 
country; attack clubs of democratic parties and 
threaten td expel the Arabs from the country.

Recently orders were issued for the confinement 
and house arrest of democratic Arab personalities.

Our dear friends of the Jewish Cultural Chorus, a 
great addition to our cultural life and so beloved by 
us all, once more gave of their best.

For a time the meeting slipped into the void of the 
“collection”. We were then saved by becoming the 
beneficiaries of a real treat—the beautiful singing of 
Skales, who evoked memories of Paul Robeson.

These are also signs of the pro-fascist tendency. The 
democratic forces in Israel are called upon to act in 
unity and vigilance—to block the path to war and 
fascism. 

Ruth Lubitz is a leading member of The Move
ment of Democratic Women in Israel. This article 
originally appeared in Women, #4, 1980, 
publication of the Women’s International 
Democratic Federation.

He gave his all to our creation
The last drop of the marrow of his brain.
The last offerings of his creative thoughts,
The last breath
And even the final shiver.
A salute to him
Who with hands and brain, planted his seeds 
in the rich black earth of history
So that there will be
A blossoming of the blooming tomorrow.

With the blood of his heart 
We colored our flag 
With the light of his life, 
We set flame, gave light 
To the toil and creation 
Of our fortress.

The more he gave of himself
More joyous he became.
His greatest dream, his dearest hope, 
That one day our creation 
Would stand firm in a free world.

One brick, then another, 
He laid on the edifice, 
The new life we were building 
With the sinews of his brain, 
He cemented each brick.

Steeped in our memories of the period when the 
American Jewish progressive movement was young 
and we were younger, one figure stands out, one 
voice left an indelible mark on our minds. He was 
Mossaie J. Olgin.

We who knew him, remember him with pride, as 
the teacher, orator, writer, builder and idealist-the 
first editor of the militant “Morning Freiheit.”

With sweet nostalgia and comradely love, we came 
to commemorate and to honor Olgin and what he 
stood for. Best, most clearly spoken, were the re
marks of Chaim Swartz, our people’s writer, who 
eave us a short history of those times and the historic 
contributions Olgin made.

What was most potent was Swartz’s estimate of 
where Olgin would stand today. After tracing 
Olein's road, his building of the revolutionary daily, 
“Morning Freiheit,” he concluded that Olgin would 
hampion world peace and detente between the So- 

C. t Union and the United States. He would support 
, “Peace Now movement in Israel and would 

‘ ® friendship with the Arab people and a home- 
i d for the Palestinians.
3 Olein would champion the development of coali- 
• ns and minimize differences. He would combat 
L°" tiffing of organizations and expose the splitters 

•h our midst. He would be in the forefront in the 
struggles of our multi-national multi-racial 

n king class. In strong, simple, yet poetic words, 
Chaim Swartz called for unity “Friends, let us not 
. ; nur dreams, the idealism of our youth. Only in 
£ manner can we honor the life of our leader, M. J. 

° c^im Swartz prefaced his remarks with a reading 

f om Ol&in’s “D*ary °n Dea‘h °f Lenin”:
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With power and great dignity he sang Earl Robin
son’s “Ballad for Americans” supported by the gen
erous and talented Waldemar Hilly. His beautiful, 
powerful voice still resonates in my ears.

There were about 200 in attendance. I could not 
help but think of others who would have come had 
they not been confused by those who speak so glibly 
in Olgin’s name. His history, his teachings tell us he 
would never permit himself nor his co-workers to be 
trapped in the swamp of opportunism and anti-So-
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We agree with Chaim Swartz that most of us are 
not giving up our young dreams. Progressive Jews all 

Pro- 
new 

ungs

vietism. Olgin wold have fought and won against th 
splitters in the ranks.

Contributions to the 
Jewish Affairs 

Sustaining Fund
We are happy to continue to publish a list of con

tributors to the Jewish Affairs Sustaining Fund. We 
wish to thank our contributors, and we will continue 
to list the name of all those who offer contributions.

over the world are marching together with all 
gressive forces for peace and detente, for a 
world. Yes, M. J. Olgin, was our teacher. He belong! 
to us. Growing numbers will yet march to the music 
of his drums. 
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This poem was reprinted from Sovietish Heimland, 
No. 10, 1980 published in Birobidjan, USSR.
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Swift they pass, an ever-flowing stream
Fourteen hundred days, then seventeen.
Time inexorably keeps the score:
Days, then weeks, then months, and then a year.
When the runner’s sighted, war must cease: 
He bears tidings of a month of peace.
Through the villages he races on: 
Quarrels, battles, force of arms—begone!
No more swords, or lives laid down, or graves, 
When at last the month of peace arrives.
Healds coming! What they’re heralding, 
Is the greatest news heralds can bring!
Plant the spear-head downwards, ground the 
shield!
Peace shall reign for one month in the world!
Now Hephaestus leaves his forge in haste.
Though he is lame, he hobbles very fast.
Clean white tunic for the holidays 
Hammer left behind, For thirty days,
Forge no sword-blades, strike no red-hot metal...
All the troops have left the field of battle.
See the birds already homeward winging;
Soldiers listen to the skylark singing.
In their serried ranks they march away.
Over Hellas, night has turned to day.
War and deprivation are no more: 
Now its peaceful contests to the force.
Fame and honor to the youth that come
Marching up towards the stadium!
No blue glint of weapons in the fight, 
Only musces rippling, gleaming bright.
No swords whirling, terrible to see— 
Just team spirit, friendly rivalry.
Now the lyre sings in the trumpet’s place:
Festival of unity and peace.
Thirty wonderful and joyous days 
Without guile, or arms or bloody frays.

“Month of Peace”
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